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The jeep was the most famous military vehicle of World
War II, and its name has become synonymous with a
whole class of military and civilian all-terrain vehicles.
The jeep originated in a prewar US Army requirement for
a simple, inexpensive, and robust vehicle for basic utility
chores. Its simple design proved to be adaptable to a
host of military tasks including use as a scout vehicle,
battlefield ambulance, communications vehicle, and staff
car. This book, covering “the savior of World War II”,
focuses on the design and development of this versatile
vehicle used on nearly every front of World War II.
This textbook imparts a firm understanding of the
behavior of prestressed concrete and how it relates to
design based on the 2014 ACI Building Code. It presents
the fundamental behavior of prestressed concrete and
then adapts this to the design of structures. The book
focuses on prestressed concrete members including
slabs, beams, and axially loaded members and provides
computational examples to support current design
practice along with practical information related to details
and construction with prestressed concrete. It illustrates
concepts and calculations with Mathcad and EXCEL
worksheets. Written with both lucid instructional
presentation as well as comprehensive, rigorous detail,
the book is ideal for both students in graduate-level
courses as well as practicing engineers.
Packed with puzzles and activities: odd one out, counting
and sorting, matching, word games, and jigsaws.
This book covers in detail programs and technologies for
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converting traditionally landfilled solid wastes into energy
through waste-to-energy projects Modern Waste-toEnergy plants are being built around the world to reduce
the levels of solid waste going into landfill sites and
contribute to renewable energy and carbon reduction
targets. The latest technologies have also reduced the
pollution levels seen from early waste incineration plants
by over 99% With case studies from around the world,
Rogoff and Screve provide an insight into the different
approaches taken to the planning and implementation of
WTE The second edition includes coverage of the latest
technologies and practical engineering challenges as
well as an exploration of the economic and regulatory
context for the development of WTE
Transformers and Motors is an in-depth technical
reference which was originally written for the National
Joint Apprenticeship Training Committee to train
apprentice and journeymen electricians. This book
provides detailed information for equipment installation
and covers equipment maintenance and repair. The
book also includes troubleshooting and replacement
guidelines, and it contains a minimum of theory and
math. In this easy-to-understand, practical sourcebook,
you'll discover: * Explanations of the fundamental
concepts of transformers and motors * Transformer
connections and distribution systems * Installation
information for transformers and motors * Preventive
maintenance, troubleshooting, and repair tips and
techniques * Helpful illustrations, glossary, and
appendices * End-of-chapter quizzes to test your
progress and understanding In-depth source for
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installation, maintenance, troubleshooting, repairing and
replacing transformers and motors Reviewed by the
National Joint Apprenticeship and Training Committee
for the Electrical Industry Designed to train apprentice
and journeyman electricians
Handbook of Materials Failure Analysis: With Case
Studies from the Oil and Gas Industry provides an
updated understanding on why materials fail in specific
situations, a vital element in developing and engineering
new alternatives. This handbook covers analysis of
materials failure in the oil and gas industry, where a
single failed pipe can result in devastating consequences
for people, wildlife, the environment, and the economy of
a region. The book combines introductory sections on
failure analysis with numerous real world case studies of
pipelines and other types of materials failure in the oil
and gas industry, including joint failure, leakage in crude
oil storage tanks, failure of glass fibre reinforced epoxy
pipes, and failure of stainless steel components in
offshore platforms, amongst others. Introduces readers
to modern analytical techniques in materials failure
analysis Combines foundational knowledge with current
research on the latest developments and innovations in
the field Includes numerous compelling case studies of
materials failure in oil and gas pipelines and drilling
platforms
Computational Nuclear Engineering and Radiological
Science Using Python provides the necessary
knowledge users need to embed more modern
computing techniques into current practices, while also
helping practitioners replace Fortran-based
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implementations with higher level languages. The book
is especially unique in the market with its implementation
of Python into nuclear engineering methods, seeking to
do so by first teaching the basics of Python, then going
through different techniques to solve systems of
equations, and finally applying that knowledge to solve
problems specific to nuclear engineering. Along with
examples of code and end-of-chapter problems, the
book is an asset to novice programmers in nuclear
engineering and radiological sciences, teaching them
how to analyze complex systems using modern
computational techniques. For decades, the paradigm in
engineering education, in particular, nuclear engineering,
has been to teach Fortran along with numerical methods
for solving engineering problems. This has been slowly
changing as new codes have been written utilizing
modern languages, such as Python, thus resulting in a
greater need for the development of more modern
computational skills and techniques in nuclear
engineering. Offers numerical methods as a tool to solve
specific problems in nuclear engineering Provides
examples on how to simulate different problems and
produce graphs using Python Supplies accompanying
codes and data on a companion website, along with
solutions to end-of-chapter problems

The latest edition of this best-selling title is updated
and expanded for easier use by engineers. New to
this edition is a section on the fundamentals of
surface production operations taking up topics from
the oilfield as originally planned by the authors in the
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first edition. This information is necessary and
endemic to production and process engineers. Now,
the book offers a truly complete picture of surface
production operations, from the production stage to
the process stage with applications to process and
production engineers. New in-depth coverage of
hydrocarbon characteristics, the different kinds of
reservoirs, and impurities in crude Practical
suggestions help readers understand the art and
science of handling produced liquids Numerous,
easy-to-read figures, charts, tables, and photos
clearly explain how to design, specify, and operate
oilfield surface production facilities
Thermal Power Plants: Pre-Operational Activities
covers practical information that can be used as a
handy reference by utility operators and
professionals working in new and existing plants,
including those that are undergoing refurbishments
and those that have been shut for long periods of
time. It is fully comprehensive, including chapters on
flushing boiler systems, various methods of testing
steam generators, and the drying out of generators.
This book will be invaluable for anyone working on
the startup, commissioning, and operation of thermal
power plants. It is also a great companion book to
Sarkar’s Thermal Power Plant: Design and
Operation. Sarkar has worked with thermal power
plants for over 40 years, bringing his experience in
design and operations to help new and experienced
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practicing engineers perform effective preoperational activities. Consolidates all preoperational aspects of thermal power plants Explains
how to handle equipment safely and work efficiently
Provides guidance for new and existing power plants
to help reduce outage time and save on budgets
The step-by-step format of this text quickly
demystifies UNIX and gives users the skills needed
to put UNIX to work immediately. Includes an
overview of the system, basic system administration
tasks, basic UNIX programming, and more.
In this urgent, authoritative book, Bill Gates sets out
a wide-ranging, practical--and accessible--plan for
how the world can get to zero greenhouse gas
emissions in time to avoid a climate catastrophe. Bill
Gates has spent a decade investigating the causes
and effects of climate change. With the help of
experts in the fields of physics, chemistry, biology,
engineering, political science, and finance, he has
focused on what must be done in order to stop the
planet's slide to certain environmental disaster. In
this book, he not only explains why we need to work
toward net-zero emissions of greenhouse gases, but
also details what we need to do to achieve this
profoundly important goal. He gives us a clear-eyed
description of the challenges we face. Drawing on
his understanding of innovation and what it takes to
get new ideas into the market, he describes the
areas in which technology is already helping to
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reduce emissions, where and how the current
technology can be made to function more effectively,
where breakthrough technologies are needed, and
who is working on these essential innovations.
Finally, he lays out a concrete, practical plan for
achieving the goal of zero emissions--suggesting not
only policies that governments should adopt, but
what we as individuals can do to keep our
government, our employers, and ourselves
accountable in this crucial enterprise. As Bill Gates
makes clear, achieving zero emissions will not be
simple or easy to do, but if we follow the plan he sets
out here, it is a goal firmly within our reach.
Hydrogen Infrastructure for Energy Applications:
Production, Storage, Distribution and Safety
examines methodologies, new models and
innovative strategies for the optimization and optimal
control of the hydrogen logistic chain, with particular
focus on a network of integrated facilities, sources of
production, storage systems, infrastructures and the
delivery process to the end users through hydrogen
refueling stations. The book discusses the main
motivations and criteria behind the adoption of
hydrogen as an energy carrier or future fuel
alternative. It presents current research in hydrogen
production processes, especially from renewable
energy sources, as well as storage and distribution.
The book also reviews methods to model hydrogen
demand uncertainties and challenges for the design
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of the future hydrogen supply chain. The authors go
on to explore the network planning of hydrogen
infrastructures, the safety and risk issues in
hydrogen logistics and their future expectations.
Energy engineering professionals, researchers and
graduate students will find this a helpful resource to
understand the methodologies used to assess the
feasibility for developing hydrogen supply chains,
hydrogen infrastructure and safety practices. Energy
analysts and government agents can benefit from
the book's detailed discussion of hydrogen energy
applicability. Describes in detail the current state of
the available approaches for the planning and
modeling of the hydrogen infrastructure Discusses
safety issues related to hydrogen in different
components of its logistic chain and the
methodological approach to evaluate risks that
results from hydrogen accidents, including a
mathematical model to assess the hazard and
consequences of an accident scenario of hydrogen
in pipelines Proposes a decision support system for
hydrogen energy exploitation, focusing on some
specific planning aspects, such as selection of
locations with high hydrogen production, based
mainly on the use of solar and wind energies
Presents a short-term scenario of hydrogen
distribution for automotive use, with a concrete,
detailed, operative plan for a network of refueling
service stations for the hydrogen economy
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Petroleum engineering now has its own true classic
handbook that reflects the profession's status as a
mature major engineering discipline. Formerly titled
the Practical Petroleum Engineer's Handbook, by
Joseph Zaba and W.T. Doherty (editors), this new,
completely updated two-volume set is expanded and
revised to give petroleum engineers a
comprehensive source of industry standards and
engineering practices. It is packed with the key,
practical information and data that petroleum
engineers rely upon daily. The result of a fifteen-year
effort, this handbook covers the gamut of oil and gas
engineering topics to provide a reliable source of
engineering and reference information for analyzing
and solving problems. It also reflects the growing
role of natural gas in industrial development by
integrating natural gas topics throughout both
volumes. More than a dozen leading industry expertsacademia and industry-contributed to this twovolume set to provide the best , most comprehensive
source of petroleum engineering information
available.
Solar Power Generation is a concise, up-to-date,
and readable guide providing an introduction to the
leading renewable power generation technology. It
includes detailed descriptions of solar photovoltaic
and solar thermal generation systems, and
demystifies the relevant solar energy technology
functions in practice while also exploring economic
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and environmental risk factors. Engineers,
managers, policymakers, and those involved in
planning and delivering energy resources will find
this reference a valuable guide to help establish a
reliable power supply to address social and
economic objectives. Focuses on the evolution and
developments in solar energy generation Evaluates
the economic and environmental viability of the
systems with concise diagrams and accessible
explanations Demystifies the relevant solar energy
technology functions in practice Explores economic
and environmental risk factors
To explain the importance of scientific research and
technological innovation for industrial countries and
in particular for the EU, in order to improve or to
maintain economic leadership, is the central idea of
this volume. It starts with a historical and theoretical
perspective on scientific-technological innovation
and its importance for industrial growth. Then it
analyzes EU policy framework and strategies for
R&D and it presents several national success stories
both from EU and non-EU countries to confirm the
theoretical perspective.
Design and Optimization of Biogas Energy Systems
presents an overview on planning, implementing,
assessing and optimizing biogas systems, from fuel
conversion to power generation. The book
introduces the fundamental elements of bioenergy
systems, highlighting the specificities of biogas
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systems. It discusses the current state of their
adoption at a global level and the challenges faced
by designers and operators. Methods for sizing,
simulating and modeling are discussed, including
prefeasibility analysis, available production
processes, integration into hybrid energy systems,
and the application of Big Data analysis and game
theory concepts. All chapters include real-life
examples and exercises to illustrate the topics being
covered. The book goes beyond theory to offer
practical knowledge of methods to reach solutions to
key challenges in the field. This is a valuable
resource for researchers, practitioners and graduate
students interested in developing smart, reliable and
sustainable biogas technologies. Provides an
applied approach to biogas systems, from
technology fundamentals, to economic and
environmental assessment Explores control methods
and reliability prediction of each system component,
including modeling and simulation with HOMER and
MATLAB Discusses the use of Big Data analysis,
numerical methods, and Game Theory for plant
assessment
The idea of this book is to guide readers through the
process of building a 12 volt powerhouse that will
convert any make of van into a wild, festival
campervan! With the use of detailed explanations
and images all of the subjects and tasks in the book
should be well within the scope of a reasonably
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competent DIY enthusiast. The content will be
especially useful for readers with outdoor interests
(e.g. fishing, hiking, cycling, or going to events and
festivals) who don't wish to go to the expense of a
purchasing a ready-built campervan. By means of
the easy to follow instructions readers will be able to
cook, wash and sleep in their van whilst living
completely off-grid and without the need for
complicated mains electricity or gas installations.
The actual course given to all secret agents in SOE
before working behind enemy lines. It includes
everything you needed to know to go undercover –
from documents, cover stories and how to live off the
land to how to get through an interrogation.
This derivative volume stemming from content
included in our seminal Power Electronics Handbook
takes its chapters related to renewables and
establishes them at the core of a new volume
dedicated to the increasingly pivotal and as yet
under-published intersection of Power Electronics
and Alternative Energy. While this re-versioning
provides a corollary revenue stream to better
leverage our core handbook asset, it does more than
simply re-package existing content. Each chapter will
be significantly updated and expanded by more than
50%, and all new introductory and summary
chapters will be added to contextualize and tie the
volume together. Therefore, unlike traditional
derivative volumes, we will be able to offer new and
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updated material to the market and include this
largely original content in our ScienceDirect Energy
collection. Due to the inherently multi-disciplinary
nature of renewables, many engineers come from
backgrounds in Physics, Materials, or Chemical
Engineering, and therefore do not have experience
working in-depth with electronics. As more and more
alternative and distributed energy systems require
grid hook-ups and on-site storage, a working
knowledge of batteries, inverters and other power
electronics components becomes requisite. Further,
as renewables enjoy broadening commercial
implementation, power electronics professionals are
interested to learn of the challenges and strategies
particular to applications in alternative energy. This
book will bring each group up-to-speed with the
primary issues of importance at this technological
node. This content clarifies the juncture of two key
coverage areas for our Energy portfolio: alternative
sources and power systems. It serves to bridge the
information in our power engineering and renewable
energy lists, supporting the growing grid cluster in
the former and adding key information on practical
implementation to the latter. Provides a thorough
overview of the key technologies, methods and
challenges for implementing power electronics in
alternative energy systems for optimal power
generation Includes hard-to-find information on how
to apply converters, inverters, batteries, controllers
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and more for stand-alone and grid-connected
systems Covers wind and solar applications, as well
as ocean and geothermal energy, hybrid systems
and fuel cells
Focuses on organisational goals and those of other
stakeholders and society at large. This book
provides an insight into the potential benefits and
pitfalls, expectations and concerns of advancing a
critical view of HRD in practice. It is intended for
lecturers, students and practitioners who are aching
for a critical analysis.
Every oil and gas refinery or petrochemical plant
requires sufficient utilities support in order to
maintain a successful operation. A comprehensive
utilities complex must exist to distribute feedstocks,
discharge waste streams, and remains an integrated
part of the refinery’s infrastructure. Essentials of Oil
and Gas Utilities explains these support systems and
provides essential information on their essential
requirements and process design. This guide
includes water treatment plants, condensate
recovery plants, high pressure steam boilers,
induced draft cooling towers, instrumentation/plant
air compressors, and units for a refinery fuel gas and
oil systems. In addition, the book offers
recommendations for equipment and flow line
protection against temperature fluctuations and the
proper preparation and storage of strong and dilute
caustic solutions. Essentials of Oil and Gas Utilities
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is a go-to resource for engineers and refinery
personnel who must consider utility system design
parameters and associated processes for the
successful operations of their plants. Discusses
gaseous and liquid fuel systems used to provide
heat for power generation, steam production and
process requirements Provides a design guide for
compressed air systems used to provide air to the
various points of application in sufficient quantity and
quality and with adequate pressure for efficient
operation of air tools or other pneumatic devices.
Explains the water systems utilized in plant
operations which include water treatment systems or
raw water and plant water system; cooling water
circuits for internal combustion engines,
reciprocating compressors, inter- cooling and aftercooling facilities; and "Hot Oil" and "Tempered
Water" systems
A troubled and charismatic boy befriends a timid and
mysterious older woman. In the course of their
unlikely friendship, he discovers hidden aspects of
her as well as of himself. Brilliant River is a
psychological story of friendship, loneliness,
obsession, loss, and self-discovery that examines
the enigma of the human mind and of human
relationships through the interactions of its only two
characters.
Offshore Wind is the first-ever roadmap to
successful offshore wind installation. It provides a
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ready reference for wind project managers, teaching
them how to deal with complications on-site, as well
as for financers, who can utilize the text as an easy
guide to asking the pivotal questions of petitioning
wind project developers. These developers' planning
stages will be improved by the book's expert advice
on how to avoid wasting money by scoping out and
mitigating potential problems up-front. Wind turbine
manufacturers will benefit from insights into design
optimization to support cheaper installation and
hauling, thereby incurring lower project costs, and
helping developers establish a quicker route to
profitability. The book sheds light not just on how to
solve a particular installation difficulty, but delves into
why the problem may best be solved in that way.
Enables all stakeholders to realize cheaper, faster,
and safer offshore wind projects Explains the
different approaches to executing on- and offshore
projects, highlighting the economic impacts of the
various financial and operational choices Provides
practical, proven advice on how tough challenges
can be overcome, using real-life examples from the
author’s experiences to illustrate key issues
Vaclav Smil describes the concept of energy, while
exploring a range of topics including everything from
the inner workings of the human body to the race for
more efficient and environmentally friendly fossil
fuels.
The theory of transmission lines is a classical topic
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of electrical engineering. Recently this topic has
received renewed attention and has been a focus of
considerable research. This is because the
transmisson line theory has found new and important
applications in the area of high-speed VLSI
interconnects, while it has retained its significance in
the area of power transmission. In many
applications, transmission lines are connected to
nonlinear circuits. For instance, interconnects of highspeed VLSI chips can be modelled as transmission
lines loaded with nonlinear elements. These
nonlinearities may lead to many new effects such as
instability, chaos, generation of higher order
harmonics, etc. The mathematical models of
transmission lines with nonlinear loads consist of the
linear partial differential equations describing the
current and voltage dynamics along the lines
together with the nonlinear boundary conditions
imposed by the nonlinear loads connected to the
lines. These nonlinear boundary conditions make the
mathematical treatment very difficult. For this
reason, the analysis of transmission lines with
nonlinear loads has not been addressed adequately
in the existing literature. The unique and distinct
feature of the proposed book is that it will present
systematic, comprehensive, and in-depth analysis of
transmission lines with nonlinear loads. A unified
approach for the analysis of networks composed of
distributed and lumped circuits A simple, concise
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and completely general way to present the wave
propagation on transmission lines, including a
thorough study of the line equations in characteristic
form Frequency and time domain multiport
representations of any linear transmission line A
detailed analysis of the influence on the line
characterization of the frequency and space
dependence of the line parameters A rigorous study
of the properties of the analytical and numerical
solutions of the network equations The associated
discrete circuits and the associated resisitive circuits
of transmission lines Periodic solutions, bifurcations
and chaos in transmission lines connected to
noninear lumped circuits
A dictionary of terms used in Applied Behavior
Analysis and qutism.
World acclaimed scientist Vaclav Smil reveals
everything there is to know about nature's most
sought-after resource Oil is the lifeblood of the
modern world. Without it, there would be no planes,
no plastic, no exotic produce, and a global political
landscape few would recognise. Humanity’s
dependence upon oil looks set to continue for
decades to come, but what is it? Fully updated and
packed with fascinating facts to fuel dinner party
debate, Professor Vaclav Smil's Oil: A Beginner's
Guide explains all matters related to the ‘black
stuff’, from its discovery in the earth right through to
the controversy that surrounds it today.
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With the tri-city tour successfully wrapped up and
Greatful Sound 7 over the horizon, this is shaping up
to be a the greatest summer of all time for BECK.
But behind closed doors, Japanese music industry
mogul, Ran, orders Sato to drop BECK from the
lineup. And just like that, the chance Koyuki and the
gang worked so hard to grasp slips through their
fingers. But the despair doesn't end there. As if to
twist the knife, one day, the guys receive even more
tragic news...
Recurrent crises in emerging markets and in
advanced economies in the last decades cast doubt
about the ability of financial liberalization to meet the
aims of sustainable economic growth and
development. The increasing importance of financial
markets and financial efficiency criterion over
economic decisions and policies since the 1980s laid
down the conditions of the development process of
emerging market economies. Numerous crises
experienced thereafter gave rise to flourishing work
on the links between financialization and economic
development. Several decades of observations and
lessons can now be integrated into economic and
econometric models to give more sophisticated and
multivariable approaches to financial development
with respect to growth and development issues. In
the markets-based and private-enterprise dominated
world economy, two conditions for a successful
growth-enhancing financial evolution can at least be
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brought fore: macroeconomic stability and consistent
supervision. But even after the 2007-2008 global
crisis, economists do not agree on the meaning of
those conditions. For liberal and equilibrium-market
economists, good finance and supervision mean
market-friendly structures while for institutionalists,
post-Keynesian and Marxist economists, good
finance and supervision must lie in collectively
designed and managed public structures. Drawing
heavily on the tumultuous crises of the 1990s-2000s,
this book argues that those experiences can shed
light on such a crucial issue and lead economic
theory and policy to go beyond the blindness of
efficient free markets doctrine to economic
catastrophes. It also points to new challenges to
global stability in the wake of reconfiguration of
international financial arena under the weight of
major emerging market economies.
Adobe Creative Suite CS5 Web Premium How-Tos:
Essential Techniques is a concise, economical,
current, and informed guide to the key techniques for
creating inviting and accessible Web sites using
Adobe Creative Suite CS5. Readers choose the HowTos guide when they want immediate access to just
what they need to know to get results. This book
shows readers the Dreamweaver CS5 features they
need to manage Web sites; design page layout with
CSS styles; and generate menu bars, tabbed panels,
tooltips, datasets, and forms with validation scripts. It
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gives readers the Photoshop CS5 skills to prepare
photos and thumbnails for the Web. It teaches
Illustrator CS5 techniques to create Web banners,
navigations icons, and scalable graphic elements. It
shows how to create scrollbars and buttons in Flash
Catalyst CS5. Readers can learn to generate
animation in Flash Professional CS5, and they can
discover ways to integrate Dreamweaver,
Photoshop, Illustrator, and Flash to create cuttingedge Web sites with custom video players,
animation, and interactivity. Note from the publisher:
FREE Adobe Creative Suite 5.5 updates are
available for this title. Simply register your product at
www.peachpit.com/register and you will receive the
updates when they become available.
Antonia and her brother John go to spend the
summer with their cousins Angus, Morag and
Hamish in the Highlands of Scotland. Their
adventures begin on the night train on the way up,
and after that it is one thrill after another, and one
scrape after another.
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